Dear both,

The political strategy in Kosovo, an international presence (OSCE monitors), with the Nato threat and diplomatic pressure on going at the same time, MAY lead to one of the following scenario. There are other scenarios as well but I like to briefly highlight the one below, without discussion the effectiveness of this strategy and other possible scenarios but looking at this scenario and its humanitarian consequences and MSF responses. (This does not mean that I neglect other likely scenarios).

One of the scenarios: diplomatic efforts and military threat result in monitors on the ground and a window of opportunity to have humanitarian access (temporary?) and respond to the increasing needs on the ground.

I like to urge that we prepare ourselves NOW in order to have HR available ready to go in (preferable with visa procedure finalised in advance). With other words have a plan of action ready. (I was briefed that London is the best place to get Yugo visa, by the way, is that so?). Please your reactions,

Wilna